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DAILY LOTTERY
5 14 34 36 52
Meganumber: 42
Jackpot: $40M

Accused
Johnson
killer in
LA court

Those are some arresting legs

9 16 20 32 45
Meganumber: 8
Jackpot: $11M
12 20 25 27 37
MIDDAY: 0 7 1
EVENING: 7 2 1
1st: 05 California Classic
2nd: 07 Eureka!
3rd: 08 Gorgeous George
RACE TIME: 1:45.55
Although every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the winning number
information, mistakes can occur. In the event of any discrepancies, California
State laws and California Lottery regulations will prevail. Complete game information and prize claiming instructions are available at California Lottery retailers. Visit the California State Lottery web site: http://www.calottery.com

NEWS OF THE WEIRD
BY

CHUCK

SHEPARD

BY KEVIN HERRERA

■ Pastor John Sabbath of the Christ
Christian Center, angry at the denial of
funding by the Ontario (Calif.) City
Council, announced at a June meeting
that he was placing a curse on City
Manager Greg Devereaux and his family.
■ And in June, the Motion Picture
Association of America, for the first
time ever, announced that it was rating
a film PG (Parental Guidance) not for
any sex, violence or bad language, but
just because it is too openly religious
(the film “Facing the Giants,” starring
Georgia preacher Alex Kendrick).

TODAY IN HISTORY
Today is the 195th day of 2006.
There are 170 days left in the year.
On July 14, 1789, during the French
Revolution, citizens of Paris stormed
the Bastille prison and released the
seven prisoners inside.
In 1881, outlaw William H. Bonney Jr.,
alias “Billy the Kid,” was shot and killed by
Sheriff Pat Garrett in Fort Sumner, N.M.

QUOTE OF THE DAY
“A man must be both stupid and
uncharitable who believes there is no
virtue or truth but on his own side.”

JOSEPH ADDISON

ENGLISH ESSAYIST AND POET
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lence in the Pico Neighborhood,
including four shootings and a
reported sexual assault. The Santa
Monica Police are still investigating
whether or not the suspects were
involved in the other incidents.

DOWNTOWN LA — Prosecutors
on Thursday portrayed the man
charged with strangling a 21-yearold Santa Monica woman to death
three years ago as a calculated killer
with a long history of luring attractive young women by claiming to be
a Hollywood player with connections to Disney.
In opening statements in the
murder trial of Victor Paleologus,
Deputy District Attorney David
Walgren told a jury comprised of 10
men and two women that the defendant, who sat virtually motionless
throughout the day’s proceedings,
approached at least seven women
over a 12-year period and asked
them to audition for a minor, but
very lucrative role in an upcoming
James Bond film.
There was no film. The offer was
merely a ruse so that Paleologus
could get the women alone, rape
them and kill them, Walgren said.
The act almost worked on several
occasions, but each of the women
managed to fight their way free from
his clutches, all except for Kristi
Johnson, a trusting Michigan transplant who was attending Santa
Monica College with dreams of
becoming a professional make-up
artist, Walgren said.
Johnson’s body was found in
March 2003 at the bottom of a hill in
Hollywood, partially covered by a
sleeping bag, her hands and feet
bound by shoelaces, her face badly
decomposed. It is believed she was
killed several weeks before she was
discovered.
Johnson’s disappearance gained
national attention as her mother,
Terry Wark, pleaded publicly for her
safe return. Johnson told one of her

See ROUNDUP, page 7

See MURDER TRIAL, page 9

Fabian Lewkowicz/Daily Press
A convoy of 20 police officers pedal their way south along the bike path at the beach on Wednesday — the third and
final day of the Santa Monica Police department’s bicycle patrol class. The Los Angeles Port Police, UCLA Police, the
Torrance Police and the Department of Veteran Affairs participated in the class along with SMPD. There were 13 participants taking the class and seven instructors.

Thrill is gone

Lawsuit against Jackson in jury’s hands
BY MICHAEL J. TITTINGER
Daily Press Staff Writer

SM COURTHOUSE — In his closing argument, Michael Jackson’s
attorney looked to turn the $1.4 million suit against his client on its
head, alleging that Jackson’s accuser
actually owes the entertainer money.
With that, a jury retired before
lunch on Thursday morning to delib-

It seems to suit him:
Singer slapped again
By Daily Press staff

erate in the contentious lawsuit that
has featured its fair share of accusations and intimate disclosures over
the two-week trial in Santa Monica.
The jurists — six men and six
women — are now left to decide
whether the singer failed to make
good on a series of business agreements or if his former trusted advi-

DOWNTOWN LA — The hits
just keep coming for singer
Michael Jackson.
On the same day a civil lawsuit
against the entertainer for $1.4
million went to jury in Santa
Monica, it was reported by the
Associated Press that Jackson’s exwife has filed a suit against him.
suit against the entertainer in
LA Superior Court on July 3,

See JACKSON TRIAL, page 8

See JACKSON SUED, page 8

Police busy rounding up suspects
BY MICHAEL J. TITTINGER
Daily Press Staff Writer

PICO NEIGHBORHOOD — On the
heels of a suspected gang-related
incident Wednesday afternoon, during which a lone black man was
assaulted at a local restaurant and
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chased on Lincoln Boulevard by a
group of Hispanic teens, the police
announced that they have taken five
suspects into custody.
The arrests of one adult —
Benjamin Andres Moreno, 18, of
Bellflower — and four minors
comes amid a 10-day span of vio-
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Jury mulls Jackson’s fate
JACKSON TRIAL, from page 1

sor F. Marc Schaffel actually ripped off
Jackson and is looking for more.
Deliberations in the breach of contract
lawsuit got underway after both sides’ attorneys had exhausted their entitled closing
arguments and rebuttals, winding down a
case of sensational accusations that occupied
Judge Jacqueline Connor’s courtroom for
nine days.
Jackson’s attorney, Thomas Mundell,

meticulously sifted through each of
Schaffel’s claims during his closing argument on Thursday morning, refuting his
bookkeeping and alleging that the plaintiff
actually owed the singer approximately
$660,000 for breach of fiduciary duty and
fraud in mishandling the accounts established for businesses he formed to negotiate
deals for the pop singer.
“The accounts were pretty much looted,”
said Mundell, showing that the accounts in
question — once totaling millions — were
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practically empty or overdrawn within a
month of Schaffel’s being fired by Jackson.
Schaffel’s attorney, Howard King, who
concluded his closing argument on
Wednesday afternoon, tried to convince the
jury that Jackson was looking to renege on a
series of oral contracts empowering his
client to act on the entertainer’s behalf —
including an alleged highly sensitive payment of $300,000 to an undisclosed party in
Brazil amid Jackson’s criminal trial on child
molestation charges one year ago.
Meanwhile, Mundell again on Thursday
portrayed his client as a child-like genius
unable of helping his own cause by recalling
financial dealings — such as a $7 million
loan from former adviser Alvin Malnik, or
the $2 million he supplied for the business
with Schaffel — leaving him ripe for the
picking by manipulative hangers-on.
“This is a case about misplaced trust,”
Mundell said in closing. “Here, we have a
gentle artist, who despite all his fame and all
his money, is lonely. He’s insulated. He
brought his passion and his musical genius
to the world, making him vulnerable to people who want to take advantage of him.”
Mundell re-read a message that Jackson
sent Schaffel, relaying his hopes for their
pending partnership. Jackson asked that
Schaffel never let him down.
“I like you. I love you. I have been
betrayed so much,” Jackson said. “We can
conquer the business world ... but please be
my loyal friend.”
Mundell concluded by stating, “Mr.
Schaffel is not Michael Jackson’s loyal
friend,” before telling the jury they should
send Schaffel “home with nothing.”
Afterwards, King took advantage of an
allowed rebuttal on Thursday to counter the
Jackson camp’s arguments, much of which
he charged were off topic — smokescreens
set to draw attention away from the business
agreements made between his client and the
pop superstar.
King took issue with his Schaffel’s background as a gay adult film producer being
brought up by Mundell, as well as his counterpart’s continual assertions that Jackson is not
responsible for the deals he wrought because
he is incapable of remembering the details.
“Mundell wants you to conclude that Mr.
Schaffel is a liar and everything else,” King
told the jury. “He wants you to suspend logic
and not reward anything.”
King posed the jury with questions pertaining to the mysterious payment of
$300,000 in Brazil, wondering aloud why
neither Jackson nor his closest advisors
never questioned the payment and, in fact,
did reimburse Schaffel for his travel expenses for his trip there. Speculation has persisted that the $300,000 was either hush money
offered during Jackson’s child molestation
trial in 2005 or was authorized by the singer
as seed money in an attempt to adopt
Brazilian boys.
Citing a lack of evidence to prove otherwise, King contradicted the defense’s assertion that Schaffel hadn’t paid his fair share to
produce the charity record entitled “What
More Can I Give?” in 2001, performed by
Jackson and a slew of other recording artists,
including Usher, Jason Timberlake and
Celine Dion. The rights of ownership to the
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Mother of Jackson’s kids
files suit, wants custody
JACKSON SUED, from page 1

alleging Jackson failed to pay her in
accordance with their 1999 divorce settlement. Rowe claims Jackson stopped
making payments to her on October
2003.
Rowe is reportedly seeking close to
$250,000 for legal fees and living expenses aimed at mounting a child custody
case against Jackson.
Following their 1999 divorce, it was
agreed that Jackson would pay Rowe $1
million for three years and $750,000 for
six years after that. Rowe is said to have
relinquished parental rights to the children she had with Jackson — son Prince
and daughter Paris-Michael — but
requested that a judge reinstate them following molestation charges being
brought against Jackson in 2003.
Earlier in the day, closing arguments
were held in the lawsuit brought against
Jackson by F. Marc Schaffel, who claims
the star reneged on oral agreements and
cash advances amounting to more than
$1 million.
song, and the potential profits that accompany the master tape, was a heated point of
contention on Thursday.
“It’s a contract — you receive money, you
owe money, you pay me money,” said King.
Schaffel originally claimed in his lawsuit
that the entertainer owed him $3.8 million
for a series of cash advances, royalties and
other services, but subsequently reduced his
claim to $1.6 million. On Thursday, King
outlined claims totaling $1.4 million.
Schaffel, who claims he was empowered
to negotiate creative projects for Jackson in
return for a percentage of the profits, was let
go in 2001 after Jackson learned he was
involved in the adult entertainment business. He then was back on the scene in 2003
and claims he is due unpaid royalties from a
pair of TV specials, the charity record and
various other business dealings.
At issue is whether or not Jackson — who
appeared at the trial only through videotaped deposition — understood that the
money he was given was his own or a loan.
Schaffel claims it was money that was owed
to him for his work while Jackson believes
the cash was generated by his own projects.
Employees and business associates like
Schaffel had access to Jackson’s money and
often forwarded him large amounts of cash.
Mundell has sought to portray Schaffel as
a hanger-on who parlayed his friendship
with Jackson into a means of supporting his
exorbitant lifestyle.
“We did not pick this fight,” Mundell said,
before the jury was sent off to deliberate.
“We are only making claims back because
Mr. Schaffel has sued Mr. Jackson.”
Jackson is countersuing Schaffel as a
result, with Mundell asking the jury on
Thursday to reward the entertainer approximately $660,000 to account for money
Schaffel allegedly misused — including
$400,000 for a house in Calabasas — plus
interest and the costs of hiring a forensic
accountant to trace Schaffel’s multiple mishandlings of Jackson’s funds, according to
Mundell.
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